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When the three companies announced
that their huge losses were irreversible,
panic spread rapidly across the market. The most direct embodiment and
reaction of all this was that Harbor Stocks plunged directly after the
market opened low.
At this time, Wendy’s press conference had ended.
At the same time, Nine Dragon Corporation and JW Company’s new Ocean
City plan was already made known t o the public, and JW Company had
made a series of investments in Harbor City. With the help of the Laws and
the Boyles, all the news began to make an impact across all of Harbor City.
The first thing that bore the brunt of these revelations was that the share
price of Nine Dragon Corporation skyrocketed.
Funds in the capital market had the instinct to seek advantages and avoid
disadvantages. When several important sectors were falling and odd
stocks were soaring against the market, the scattering and fleeing funds
seemed to have found a haven which they all flowed to without thinking.
The consequence of this was with Nine Dragon Corporation in the lead, all
the holding companies related to the old giants such as the Boyles and the
Laws began to rise wildly.
The stock market was divided into two distinct camps, with one side
leading the decline while the other side rose frantically.
What was hidden beneath the intricate
financial situation was the turbulent
capital game.
“The current situation in Harbor Stocks is complicated, but the overall
downward trend has begun to appear. As expected, J W can’t save Harbor
Stocks!”
In New York, Fabian looked at the market and breathed a sigh of relief.
“It opened at 8942 points, and it has now fallen to 8880 points. It is still
slowly descending towards the support point of 8850 points.”

Fabian looked excited as he said, “We are going to beat Harbor Stocks to
7600 and
withdraw!
“According to the proportion of our invested capital, once it reaches 7600
points, then our income will be doubled. A t that time, we will take the
money and go regardless of the chaos in Harbor Stocks.”
“I’m afraid it’s not that simple.”
Kayden furrowed his brows tightly and
said, “From what I know about Jasper, he
won’t give up so easily.”
“What else can he do? Do you think he will support Harbor Stocks all by
himself? Stop dreaming,” Fabian sneered.
And at this moment, in Nauritus City.
Baz knocked on Jasper’s office door before
opening it.
“Mr. Laine, the domestic A-share market
will open in fifteen minutes.” Jasper nodded, got up, and said, “Let’s go
and focus on the domestic market.”
The moment Jasper got up, the Harbor City branch of JW Company that
was just established made a heartwarming announcement.
“In response to the fact that Fongroup,
Hope Group, and Atticus Group
collectively selling the Harbor City
property due to cash flow difficulties, JW
Company has sent a diplomatic note to
the three companies and expressed our
willingness to acquire the properties sold
by the three companies as a whole at a
valuation slightly higher than the market
price. If necessary, JW Company is willing
to provide an interest-free loan of no less
than 10 billion Harbor Dollars to the three

companies.”
At the end of the announcement, there
was a final statement. “We are all from
Somerland. So, JW Company has the
responsibility and obligation to help the
three companies with their difficulties.”
As soon as this announcement came out,
Harbor Stocks exploded.

